InnovationHealth
Workplace wellness tailored to a post-pandemic world.

COVID-19 has touched everyone. Some scars are physical, others mental.
Throughout this period, we’ve all endured waves of micro-traumas, both
known and unknown.
Our corporate programs emphasize the fundamental paradigm shift that
work and health have undergone through the pandemic, requiring a more
tailored approach to the wellness of workplaces and workers.
Welcome Back is a suite of offerings that place the benefits of tailored,
precision medicine into the hands of your team members. Our solutions
offer measurable results in enabling participants to reclaim their well-being
and restore physical and mental harmony in a post-pandemic world.

OFFERING ........................................
LEVELS ........................................

Welcome Back programs

01. Become Townhall and Welcome Back book
02. Build Workshops with workbooks
03. Bridge Diagnostic testing and coaching
04. Balance Executive wellness

theBespoke\Aspirations
04
theBespoke\Balance

03
theBespoke\Bridge

02
theBespoke\Build

01
theBespoke\Become
A healthy lifestyle education
curriculum designed to
motivate and unite workers
around accessible goals that
propel them towards their
highest aspirations.

A stress management
wellness program designed
for the daily demands of
managers; balancing their
desires to achieve consistently
with the ongoing threat of
burnout.

A performance wellness
program designed to accelerate
career growth for up and
coming leaders through repair
and recovery regimens that
build resilience.

This is a tier of wellness
exclusive to the C-suite
leaders on a journey to full
leadership self-actualization.
Proactive and integrative,
applied in a 1 to 1 context.

01
theBespoke\Become
We help drive the engagement of learning
and the retention of your team as they
will recognize your investment in the social
responsibility of health and wellness for
your organization and community.
Repair, recover and renew by leveraging
thoughtful discussions and townhalls led
by our executive consulting team.

01
theBespoke\Become
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
In demand topics

Welcome Back!
Rebooting your health resiliency
Addressing Burnout
Moving from languishing to thriving
Destress & Best Rest
Coping with stress to achieve quality sleep
Detox & Healthy Weight
Preventing diabetes and heart disease
What Tom Brady does to be the G.O.A.T.
Achieving peak health for peak performance

04
theBespoke\Balance

03
theBespoke\Bridge

02
theBespoke\Build

01
theBespoke\Become

02
theBespoke\Build
Effective wellness education sessions
not only require facilitators who are
experts in their fields but also include
active learning workbooks. Creating an
experiential learning event with a
wellness focused off-site retreat is today’s
standard to develop health leadership
competencies.
Relaunch in-person conversations with a
focus on self care as a starting block to
rebuilding business discussions. We will
spark discussions with programs to
accelerate the health of your entire
organization.

02
theBespoke\Build
EXPERIENTIAL RETREATS
Choose one of our extraordinary experiential programs to repair, recover,
and renew as well as decode your DNA to recode your physical and emotional
health.
Focus on developing health competencies
1) Detox and healthy weight
2) Destress and best rest
3) Telomere health and anti-aging
Your luxury wellness retreat includes:
• theBespoke\HealthExperts to guide you through your entire itinerary
• from half-day to overnight stays with our selected wellness partners
• curated healthy meals and wellness amenities
Add-on tailored precision diagnostics
• Medical testing to discover your health status
• Wearable tech to track metabolism, support sleep analysis, and train
mindfulness

04
theBespoke\Balance

03
theBespoke\Bridge

02
theBespoke\Build

01
theBespoke\Become

03
theBespoke\Bridge
Health consumers are increasingly aware
that all aspects of their lives including
how they work, what they eat, how well
they sleep, how much they exercise and
the strength of their social bonds, all
impact their health outcomes, mental
resilience, overall sense of well-being,
and in turn, their productivity.
This wellness offering to team members
of organizations is all virtually supported
by self-testing kits completed in the safety
and comfort of home followed by video
coaching.
One insight at a time democratizes access
to precision medicine.

03
theBespoke\Bridge
CUSTOM PROGRAM ........................

Hybrid health

OPTIONS ........................

01. Detox and healthy weight
02. Destress and best rest

ADD-ON ........................

01. Lumen metabolism tracker
02. Circul ring sleep tracker
03. Muse headband meditation tracker
04. Extra health coaching sessions

TAILORED BY ........................

Dr. Elaine Chin
04
theBespoke\Balance

03
theBespoke\Bridge

02
theBespoke\Build

01
theBespoke\Become

04
theBespoke\Balance
Each tailored program is designed to
protect and propel your leaders. Not
dictated by what's in vogue, but what's
right for each individual, their body and
where they want to take it next.
Through theBespoke\ExecutiveHealth
team, they focus on assessing disease
risks, managing hormone balance and
critical nutrient levels to achieve optimal
health and mental resiliency.
Your health team, comprised of a physician
and naturopathic doctor will advise your
leaders on how to improve their physical
and mental health status based on their
set of genetics and science-based
biometrics data.
Ultimately our goal is to support each
leader to perform at their peak ability,
physically and mentally.
This is wellness, made profoundly personal.

04
theBespoke\Balance
CUSTOM PROGRAM ........................
COMPONENTS ........................

Total health
01. General biometrics and action plan
02. Speciality add-ons

a. Nutrient profile
b. Food sensitivities
c. Neurotransmitters
d. Genetics (metabolism, nutrition, skincare, disease risks, telomeres)
e. COVID-19 antibodies testing (for variants immunity)

03. Follow-up assessments and year-round care
04. Custom supplement formula
05. Custom skincare regimen
TAILORED BY ........................

Dr. Elaine Chin
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theBespoke\Bridge
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theBespoke\Build
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theBespoke\Become

theBespoke\InnovationHealth Fees
LEVELS

Become ........................................ $50 pp (min. 100 p)

Build .............................................. from $500 pp half-day (min. 10 p)
Bridge ........................................... from $550 pp (min. 10p)
Balance ......................................... from $5000 pp

Contact our consulting team to tailor customized offerings
that meet your wellnes needs and goals.
CONTACT US

consultingteam@innovationhealthgroup.com

theBespoke\Founder
Nobody is better suited to bring science
into wellness than Dr. Elaine Chin, one of
North America's leading expert in precision
care and organizational health.
Dr. Elaine Chin is a respected thought leader
in the space of personalized medicine,
integrative health and corporate wellness
for over thirty years. With her experience
comes the science, safety, and rigor that is
often lacking in the wellness space.

theBespoke\Book
Welcome Back! is your personal wellness
partner, placing the benefits of tailored,
precision medicine into your hands. With
diagnostic evaluations simple enough to
complete on your own, you’ll be guided
from languishing, back to thriving.

The insights you’ll uncover in the pages of
Welcome Back! will help restore your sense
of well-being, fortify your immunity, and
vanquish pandemic fears and anxiety.
Together, we can take one long, deep
cleansing breath and get back to the life
we once knew.
Wellness is the essential, invaluable foundation
for embracing all of life. In Welcome Back!,
Dr. Chin shares actionable insights and
strategies to reclaim your physical stamina
and mental fitness in this post-pandemic
world.

InnovationHealth
innovationhealthgroup.com

